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Style meets clever efficiency.
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The new standard
From a complete range of single and multiple
light switches and power outlets, to Bluetooth
Low Energy control and network connectivity,
PDL Iconic is the perfect choice for any home.
Its sleek, modern design compliments any
interior with clean looks and clever efficiency.
™

for modern living
Infinitely customisable
PDL IconicTM introduces new opportunities for customisation designed to enhance functionality, aesthetic appeal,
and usability. Switches feature changeable skins, and are simple to personalise with pictogram icons to clearly
identify functions. Optional warm white LEDs can be set as indicators or locators making it easy to identify switches
in use, or to locate switches in a darkened room.

Innovation in every room
Innovative new products highlight the PDL Iconic range, with a new Night Walk Sensor Light skin that simply plugs
into a standard PDL Iconic horizontal double socket grid. When movement is detected at night, an integrated LED
lamp illuminates the darkness, guiding the way without disturbing others. There’s also a new three-module USB
charger with shelf to hold a tablet or two phones, ideal for bedrooms, kitchens, and family areas.

for every home
Loaded with intelligent features
PDL Iconic™ push button 3-wire electronic modules can be set up and controlled using the Wiser Room App
on most smart phones or tablets. Simply turn on or off, set a time delay, or programme multiple 24 hour, 7-day
schedules. The app connects using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), which only connects when required, using less
energy. All Iconic electronic push button modules also feature our own built-in ControlLink technology allowing
you to switch and dim lights from multiple locations, and even set dimmers and time clocks to work together.
Everything works over standard wiring, so you gain extra features, while maintaining installation simplicity.

For the connected home
PDL Iconic offers a wide range of home connectivity options allowing you to easily connect your home
computers, smart devices, TVs and audio equipment. As well as the latest design of data, phone, HDMI, AV,
and TV modules to connect your cabling, you have the flexibility to mix up to six different modules within the one
PDL Iconic wall plate for the ideal combination to suit your needs.

As standard in Vivid White,
and optionally in Warm
Grey, Cool Grey and
Anthracite skin colours

Vivid White (VW)

Night Walk skin fits a
standard PDL Iconic
double power outlet grid

Warm Grey (WY)

Cool Grey (CY)

Power outlets are
available with
USB chargers

Anthracite (AN)

The 3-gang USB charger
has an integrated shelf for
tablets and mobile phones

PDL IconicTM switches
are quick and easy
to personalise with
icons that anyone
can change

Translucent edges allow
the skins to pick-up
background colours for a
design that blends in with
most wall colours

PDL Iconic Bluetooth Low Energy
™

Dip your toes into the water of smart home technology with the
PDL Iconic Bluetooth Low Energy mechanisms. This gives you
simplified lighting control in your home, and it’s all done from the
Wiser Room App on your smartphone or tablet through Bluetooth.
Your bathroom will also be able to go “next-level” with 24-hour
PDL Iconic timers, so your heated towel rail can be turned off
automatically. Simply schedule for days of the week, weekends
or even seasons, then let PDL Iconic do the rest! It’s also nice to
know that you can start large or small, as you’ll be able to expand
your system, simply by adding more PDL Iconic Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) mechanisms to these extra switches, at a later date.

PDL Iconic Bluetooth Low Energy
™

PDL Iconic BLE mechanisms
Simple configuration and control for lights,
dimmers, or timers via the Wiser Room
App on your phone or tablet. 24-hour
timers, and 24-hour, 7 day scheduling time
clocks program power to turn on at a time
during the week and another on weekends
e.g for your heated towel rail in winter.

Wiser Room App
Allows lights to be turned on or off from
your phone. You can easily pre-set timers
and schedules that automatically adjust for
seasonal sunrise and sunset tracking.

PDL Iconic Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
Switches, dimmers, and timers connect or pair point-to-point. There is
no need for a router or hub or any special wiring. Connect with the PDL
Wiser Home app on your smart phone or tablet to set-up or control
these devices. Or simply press the button on the switch to activate

For more information about the PDL
Iconic™ range, contact your electrician,
electrical wholesaler or visit pdl.co.nz.
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